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The Kohala District Courthouse stands on a prominent rise overlooking the 
plantation town of Kapaau. It is a modest, one-story frame structure with 
a lateral running gable roof of corrugated iron. An eight-foot wide lanai, 
with a hipped roof of similar material, runs the length of the facade and 
wraps around both sides. Several additions have been placed on the rear 
of the original 56'X 32' rectangular building.

The original structure has shiplap siding. A double doorway to the left 
of center provides access to the original courtroom. Part of this room 
remains intact. The interior walls are of 3/4"X6" beaded tongue and 
groove, as is the twelve foot high ceiling. In the middle of the ceiling 
is a wood, octagonal-shaped, rosette fixture; from which some sort of light 
was originally suspended. The only fixed furniture in the room are the 
judge's bench and witness stand. An end post of an earlier railing, which 
separated the gallery from the bench, remains attached to one of the walls.

The lanai's chamfered posts are spaced ten feet apart. The eliptical 
arches, which connect the posts at the top, display inscribed ornamentation. 
Originally, the lanai roof was flush with these arches. The present over 
hanging roof and the three-foot high railing were placed on the lanai at 
an unknown, but more recent time. Three sets of steps, one on each side, 
provide access to the lanai. Lattice work ornaments the bottom of the lanai.

All windows in the original building are framed, 6X6, double-hung sash. 
Framed louvers decorate the gable ends.

Additions have been placed on the two rear corners. These employ vertical 
siding, which readily distinguishes them from the original structure. 
These additions do not detract from the integrity of the original building 
in any obtrusive manner.

The original bronze Kamehameha I statue stands on a pedestal in front of 
the courthouse grounds. It was placed here in 1912, having stood at Ainakea 
in Halawa since 1883. The 8%-foot high statue depicts the king in his ahuula 
(feather cape), jmalo (loin cloth), and mahiole (feather helmet), with one 
arm outstretched and the other holding a spear.

Several tall Albesia trees grow on the west side of the courthouse. Under 
these trees are three large papamu stones, carved by early Hawaiians for 
a checker-like game, konane.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Kohala District Courthouse is significant as a good example of late- 
nineteenth century plantation architecture applied to a public building. 
Built in 1889, under King Kalakaua, the building is one of less than a 
half dozen monarchy period district courthouses listed in the state 
inventory. Although the inventory is not complete, the Kohala District 
Courthouse appears to be a rare surviving building type.

The building's simple design, corrugated iron roof, wide lanai, and single 
wall construction, is typical of plantation architecture. The building's 
size, siting and modest embellishments elevate it above the less pretentious 
historic structures which make up Kapaau. As such, it is a local landmark.

The building is further significant for its associations with the Kohala 
District's judicial history. The building, which served as a courthouse 
until 1975, was a focal point for the legal definition of the relationship 
between the dominant plantation and the multi-racial immigrant groups that 
worked the fields. The events of August 14, 1891 well document this position, 
as three hundred Chinese walked off their plantation jobs and occupied the 
courthouse grounds to protest the planters' contracts and to state their 
claims.

The King Kamehameha statue further enhances the significance of the courthouse 
grounds. In 1878, the Hawaiian legislature commissioned Boston Sculptor 
Thomas R. Gould to make the bronze statue for $10,000. After making prelim 
inary studies, Gould moved to Florence, Italy, where he completed the statue, 
having it cast in Paris. The G. F. Haendel, while transporting the statue 
to Honolulu, sank on November 15, 1880 at the Falkland Islands, and the 
9%-ton case containing the statue was lost. The $12,000 insurance money paid 
to produce a replica, which now stands in front of Aliiolani Hale, the 
intended site of the original statue. While the second statue was being 
made, Captain Jervis brought the original statue to Honolulu, having 
discovered it ornamenting the streets of Port Stanley. A new arm was 
ordered, to replace the damaged one, and once repaired, the statue was 
unveiled in North Kohala where Kamehameha I was born and spent his childhood. 
Here it stands to remind tourist and local, alike, of Kohala's early Hawaiian 
history and its associations with Kamehameha I. 

i
The papamu stones, which originally were located at Kapanaia Bay, near 
Kamehameha's boyhood home, further embellish these early Hawaiian associations
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